
“A PAIN IN THE NECK ” !!!!

By Bainsphysio

DO YOU SUFFER CHRONIC PAINS
IN THE NECK & BACK?

When you begin to feel pains in the neck we usually relate it to 
some sprains or strains.  We catch hold of “Minyak Kapak”, “Tiger 
balm” or some pain relieving cream.  Di�erent countries have 
di�erent creams.  – They are all nothing but a bunch of skin irrita-
tors – Most of the  time in the initial stages it works wonders.

Problem starts when it comes back again.  The above procedure 
may still work.  Then again and again.  This worries you.  This pain 
could be from the long standing habits at work or at leisure. 

You start seeking medical help !!.  As the pain gets more and more, 
there is an element of stress to your mind and subsequently your 
muscle of the body.  This pseudo elasticity of the muscles keeps 

you tensed and there this results in your muscles not relaxing.  With this comes a subtle 
fatigue that adds on to the pain.  When this pain does not go o�, the mind focuses on 
the pain all the while and remains very disturbed and puzzled.    The element of weak-
ness is also building slowly without you realizing it. 

Now when you seek right treatment. The �rst thing that a Physiotherapist successfully 
removes in the pain.  Immediately after when the mind is taken o� the pain factors, it is 
no longer tensed.  What gets very prominent now is an extreme weakness.  The body 
starts feeling heavy, lethargic and very tired.  This is stage TWO of the recovery.  It is 
inevitable! bound to come…  Not to worry.  Discuss with the  Physiotherapist.  The 
management will be towards getting rid of the fatigue and residual pains.  YOU are on 
the road to recovery!!!

When You su�er chronic pains Come visit us at BainsPhysio.   Take  away all your agony .

A long lasting neck pains can make you 

You will be examined thoroughly by our professionals and we will then put you on a therapy program.  For 
those who have been su�ering for a very long time, will start feeling weak in the �rst three visit.  This could 
prompt you to quit !!   

Our advise is “Hang On!!”   Read the theory behind the weakness. YES! You will feel weak for a few days and 
if you continue your treatment we guarantee you will experience a new YOU in a very short period of time.

Then we shall put you into a wellness and toning program.  As your muscles become toned they will soon 
become strong holding your spine and the head upright without experiencing fatigue and pains. 

Well, during the treatment you will still have bolts of pain returning, it would not be as severe, not frequent 
and will be short lived.  

You are on the road to recovery from an agony that puzzled you all these while. You can be again 
PAINFREE

DO NOT SCUM TO 
•  “Oh ! You are old, your  body is going to have these pains, so live with it!!!”
•  “Now you will have to live with this pain for the rest of your life”
•  “Old age lah !! What to expect??”

These disappointing statement can make you feel that you have come to a dead end…
Do not give up, do visit us…. There is still a HOPE!
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